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intermediate

Open mind
end-of-CoUrSe: grammar and voCabUlary teSt a

Grammar
A For questions 1–5, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

1 I   to study business but then I changed my 
mind and chose politics.
A were going
B was going
C am going

2 If only Sandra   a less stressful career, she 
might be happier.
A had chosen
B is choosing
C was choosing

3 I didn’t see Mary in class today so she   be sick.
A could
B can
C can’t

4 That’s the man   helped me with my shopping.
A where
B when
C who

5 My parents wish I   closer to where they live.
A would move
B might move
C will move

B Complete the conversation. Choose the 
correct words and phrases.

Tom: Ooh, I’m so tired.

Elizabeth: Well, it’s your own fault. You (6) shouldn’t / 
mustn’t have stayed up so late last night.  
You (7) were / was going to get an early night, 
(8) were you / weren’t you? What happened?

Tom: Oh, James came round and we ended up 
going out. I wish I (9) hadn’t / haven’t. If only 
I (10) have / had taken your advice! I’m (11) so / 
such silly sometimes. I know what I should do, 
and yet I don’t do it.

Elizabeth: Too right! I mean, it’s really important  
(12) getting / to get plenty of sleep when you 
have exams coming up. Don’t you realise 
that? You seem to dislike (13) to go / going to 
bed early. I would advise you not (14) seeing / 
to see James until you’ve finished (15) doing / 
to do your exams.

Tom: Yeah, you’re right. As ever.

C For questions 16–20, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 16 Sally might   with us tomorrow.
A come
B came
C to come

 17   important to talk to the doctor about it.
A Is
B It
C It’s

 18 The book   I read last week was very 
interesting.
A that
B who
C where

 19 Where were you this morning? You   to be at 
the meeting!
A were supposed
B supposed
C suppose

 20 You’re working late tonight,   you?
A don’t
B isn’t
C aren’t
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Open Mind intermediate

F Correct the sentences which have 
mistakes. Tick (✓) the correct sentences. 
There is at least one correct sentence.

 31 That’s definitely not his sister with him but it can be 
his wife, I suppose.

  

 32 Is this the bus that it stops at Richmond?
  

 33 That’s the hotel which you and Lucas stayed.
  

 34 Lola called and she’s asked you to call back her.
  

 35 Have you handed your report in yet?
  

G For questions 36–40, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 36 There is   food for the party. We don’t need to 
buy anything else.
A enough
B such
C too

 37 I get   at work.
A with all my colleagues
B with all my colleagues on
C on with all my colleagues

 38 I shouldn’t   to my teacher about not doing my 
homework yesterday.
A lied
B not lied
C have lied

 39 It’s   cold today. I’m freezing!
A so
B such
C enough

 40 This company has   interesting products.
A so
B too
C such

Score   / 40

D Choose the correct words to complete the 
sentences. There are three extra options.

such    hope    supposed    too    so    wish    

should    enough   

 21 They were   to pay us by the end of the 
month. That’s what the contract said.

 22 I met Rob earlier this year. I thought he was 
  a nice man.

 23 I’m   busy to see you today.

 24 I don’t think he’s old   to join the club yet.

 25 Have a great game. I   you win!

E For questions 26–30, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 26 This film,   we saw at the cinema last Saturday, 
is excellent.
A who
B that
C which

 27 I haven’t finished   my report yet.
A writing
B to write
C write

 28 It’s common   upset after an argument with a 
friend.
A feeling
B to feel
C feel

 29 It’s not good   too much red meat.
A eat
B to eat
C to eating

 30 You’ve just seen him,   you?
A aren’t
B haven’t
C don’t
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Open Mind intermediate

C For questions 11–15, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 11 Stop the car! I feel sick. I think I’m going to  .
A vomit
B cough
C breathe

 12 The play was OK and the actors were good, but the 
  they were wearing were awful!

A costumes
B lighting
C crowd

 13 Sean:  Do you know who’s playing the main part in 
the film?

 Ester: No, I don’t know who the   is.
A director
B leading actor
C supporting actor

 14 Alex: I got caught for driving too fast yesterday.
 Emiko: Really? Why were you  ?

A speeding
B shoplifting
C parking illegally

 15 I would   before lending money to him. 
He won’t pay it back.
A cheat
B think twice
C hurt his feelings

D Complete the sentences. Choose the 
correct words.

 16 How do you intend to solve / repair / mend the 
problem?

 17 I was ill last week so I have a lot of work to get / 
catch / take up with.

 18 She earns / wins / brings a good salary as a doctor.

 19 Jim, would you like to join up / in / out with the 
discussion?

 20 I still need to fill up / in / off those forms.

Vocabulary
A For questions 1–5, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

1 I hurt my knee. It’s very  .
A painless
B painful
C pain

2 I always try to   a problem before it gets too big.
A learn
B solve
C develop

3 So, the meeting is tomorrow! I’m sorry, I  .
A got lost
B arrived lost
C got the wrong day

4 The story was fun and  . You should definitely 
read it.
A pointless
B entertaining
C unbelievable

5 Milena: What happened to Kerstin’s hand?
 Fotis: She   herself cooking. She spilt hot 

water on her hand by accident.
A burnt
B broke
C cut

B Match the sentence halves.

6 The next thing was, I slipped on the ice  
and sprained  

7 Unfortunately, I knocked into a guest at  
the party and spilt  

8 The awful thing was, the text was meant  
for Sarah but I sent  

9 What happened was, I was using a sharp  
knife to chop the onion and I cut  

 10 I was playing football last night and I pulled  

a my ankle!
b it to the wrong person!
c my finger.
d a muscle in my leg.
e  red wine all over the carpet!
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Open Mind intermediate

 31 I hadn’t eaten for a few days and when I stood up I 
felt so   I thought I was going to fall 
over.

 32 Rebecca is very  . She always 
remembers people’s birthdays and wedding 
anniversaries.

 33 I keep scratching my back – it’s so  !

 34 One of my sons is frightened of everything and 
the other – the complete opposite – is completely 

 .

 35 I remain   that we’ll find a solution.

G For questions 36–40, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 36 The   really liked the performance and kept on 
clapping for a very long time!
A director
B orchestra
C audience

 37 I think   is wrong. I hate it when people leave 
their rubbish on the street.
A fare dodging
B dropping litter
C spraying graffiti

 38 Many people think you have to go to university to 
apply for a  .
A good job
B good salary
C good career

 39 I found that film  . The end made me feel really 
uncomfortable.
A disturbing
B gripping
C moving

 40 If I don’t study late tonight, I’ll   with my course 
work.
A fall behind
B pick up
C catch up

Score   / 40

Total score   / 80

E For questions 21–25, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 21 Nahla:  Have you seen the job advert on the website?
 Hakim:  Yes, but I’m not thinking of   at the 

moment. I’m happy studying now.
A applying for a job
B being unemployed
C getting on with my colleagues

 22 Could you   when you send the email?
A copy me in
B join with me
C pick me up

 23 I should be more  . I’ll help you with the 
dishes today.
A use
B useful
C useless

 24 It was so embarrassing! I   on the new client.
A forgot the name
B spilled my drink
C said the wrong thing

 25 It hurts when I swallow. Sorry, I can’t eat that.  
I have  .
A a cold
B a sore throat
C chest infection

F Complete the sentences with the adjectives 
from the box.

dizzy    thoughtful    hopeful    unbelievable    

moving    itchy    fearless    gripping    

careless    unemployed

 26 He really wants a job. He’s been   for 
almost two years now.

 27 I found the film deeply  . It really 
made me cry.

 28 Her work is sometimes a bit  . 
She makes some silly errors.

 29 The problem was the characters in the book 
didn’t seem very real to me. I found them a bit 

 .

 30 I’ve never read such an exciting book. It was so 
  that I couldn’t put it down till I’d 

finished it.




